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complained that there was no 
intermission in this year’s show. 
 This was not a problem due to 
boredom but because many didn’t 
want to miss the band number that 
performed during the time in which 
intermission normally takes place. 
 However, those that didn’t mind 
and stayed to watch the band number 
lucked out due to the phenomenal 
musical act that they provided. 
 Moreover, it is not a stretch to 
say that senior Jack Maitra knocked 
his drum solo out of the park. In fact, 
he got a standing ovation on Tuesday, 
the opening night of the show.
 Overall, Lagniappe this year did  
not disappoint. The combined efforts 
of the actors, stage crew, and musicians 
made for a stellar performance. 

by Katie Kim

by Stephanie Kim

While the main cast of New 
Trier’s annual Lagniappe-Potpourri 
production has been hard at work 
rehearsing in the weeks leading up 
to the performance, the Lagniappe 
crew has been with them every step 
of the way, working tirelessly behind-
the-scenes to ensure a seamless 
performance for the actors.

The last few weeks before the 
performance dates, known as “tech 
week,” are primarily focused on 
combining the individual efforts 
made by both cast and crew in the 
months prior. “In the past few weeks, 
we got the whole stage crew on stage, 
and they loaded in the set,” said senior 
co-head Grace Verhoog. “The pit 
band came in, put their instruments 
in, and the actors started rehearsing 
on the set. Now what we’re doing 
is rehearsals with everyone – we’re 
basically going through the show 
and stopping when there’s something 
wrong.”

Tech week can become a 
time-consuming experience for 
many of the crew members, as the 

No conspiracy needed to prove Lagniappe 2017 was a success

Imber shared the responsibilities  the 
co-directors held and what they did 
to make the show such a successful 
one. “We each directed about a third 
of the show and worked with the cast 
to block scenes, create characters, 
and analyze the script,” said Imber.
 “I also helped lead the writing 
process with Ms. Simons and a few 
other board members because there 
was no official head writer this 
year. We ran writing staff meetings, 
compiled the script, and continued 
editing the scenes throughout the 
rehearsal process to make sure that 
the jokes were funny,” said Imber.
 “The main thing that I feel 
like the audience doesn’t know 
is the amount of work that goes 
into the making of Lagniappe. 
We started working on it in April 
and all throughout the summer 
as well. We wouldn’t have been 

scene revealed the lazy strategies that 
run through a student’s brain during 
a quiz that they are not prepared for. 
 This made the whole first 
scene a relatable moment for us 
students (knowing that every single 
one of us has experienced this).
 Furthermore, the show 
continues on  with more 
relatable school moments like 
the “Word Problem” scene. 
 This comedic scene expressed 
the thoughts that go through our 
minds when having to solve a math 
word problem about instances that 
would never occur in real life (for 
instance, finding the angle of elevation 
from the subject to a nearby tree). 
 Co-director and senior 
Teddy Fischer said that “‘Word 
Problem’ is probably my favorite 
scene because it’s pretty relatable 
and overall, a good hyperbole.”
 Alongside seniors Elena Cata 
and Teddy Fischer, senior Jacob 

 From Nalgene bottles, academic 
integrity, and evil librarians, 2017 
Lagniappe Potpourri’s “Not What 
You Think” did an amazing job 
of entertaining the audience with 
humorous jokes that only New 
Trier students would understand. 
 This year’s title “Not What 
You Think” came from the show’s 
theme of school conspiracy stories. 
 The first scene was called 
“Can You BS Your Way Through a 
Quiz?” In this laughter-provoking 
scene, the setting of the classroom 
transforms into a game show. 
 Regarding the academic hacks 
we students create with our bare hands 
out of pure desperation and defeat, the 

able to do it without everyone, 
including technical management, 
stage management, stage crew and 
simply everyone that participated 
in creating this show” said Fischer.
 Not only did the show provide 
the audience with catchy songs and 
comedic scenes, it also bombarded 
students with hilarious one-liners 
that brought tears to your eyes, 
like when senior Frankie Nayman 
exposed the mysterious conspiracy 
of Linda Yonke never really leaving.
 Not  to  mention, the dance number 
was phenomenal. Not only were the 
song choices fire, but everyone’s 
dancing skills were “popping”. 
 It was fun to watch and 
looked extremely fun to do.  
 I  heard many voices and murmurs 
around me saying the dancers 
“killed it” during the whole number.
 Some students 

Many moving 
parts help pull 
together Lagniappe 
production

Behind the scenes: Lagniappe crew’s tireless work pays off
commitment required of them for the 
show along with academic stress can 
be challenging to juggle.

“As school’s starting to ramp 
up now, that’s when we’re really 
starting to get into [practicing],” said 
Verhoog. “It’s definitely been more 
stressful with academics, but it hasn’t 
been too horrible.”

Sophomore costume crew 
member Lillian Jones had a 
similar perspective. She said that 
while Lagniappe is noticeably 
time-consuming, the benefit of 
rehearsing before and during the 
past summer was apparent. Jones 
said, “Homework-wise, it hasn’t 
been that bad since we usually get 
out around 6:00, but [for tech week] 
we’re leaving at 8:00, and we haven’t 
really figured out what our academic 
schedules are going to be like.”

Despite the hectic nature of 
the rehearsals leading up to the 
performance, the Lagniappe crew 
has been able to keep up with the 
rigorous schedule, in part because 
of the organized manner in which 
work is divided amongst the crew. 
The crew is mainly divided into three 
areas, according to senior co-head, 
Alex DeTrempe.

“The scenic crew focused on 
painting - they painted the 50 foot-
by-20 foot drops for the show,” 
said DeTrempe. “We also have 
costume crew, led by Bibi [Belknap 
Fernandez], and the build crew, where 

Sofia Mena and Claire Chevalier are 
the technical directors.”

For costume crew, the main 
goal is to create, accommodate 
and maintain the actors’ costumes 
in rehearsals and during the 
performance. “Once we start dress 
rehearsals, we’re all assigned three 
or four actors,” explained junior 
costume crew member Grace Lee, 
“and we’re responsible for making 
sure that they have the right clothes, 
and that they’re wearing the right 
costume at the right time, and quick 
changes.”

Just below the stage lies the pit 
band, which coordinates with the 
student composers to provide the 
live music that the audience hears. 
“There are two main parts - the 
student-written music that’s being 
acted and danced to during the actual 
production, and there’s scene change 
music,” said Temple. “The pit band 
provides [the] scene change music, 
which is typically arrangements of 
pop tunes.”

As with costume crew, the focus 
of the pit band during tech week was 
mainly to coordinate with the cast to 
figure out proper timing of the music, 
according to junior pianist Alexandra 
Riedinger. “Our primary role is to 
play the music for the songs the cast 
sings and dances to,” said Riedinger.

Even with all of these groups, 
there are still countless positions that 

encompass all aspects of Lagniappe. 
Spanish teacher Kerri Simons, a 
writing and composing mentor this 
year, said, “There’s choral directors 
and choreographers that work directly 
with the cast, technical directors and 
scenic designers that oversee the 
crew, sound designers, and other 
similar jobs. At the top of it all are the 
producers.”

With so many dynamic parts to 
the crew, conflicts do arise from time 
to time as the cast and crew figure 
out how to coordinate smoothly. “If 
the communication wasn’t 100% 
[correct] earlier, and we get to 
tech [week] and we have different 
ideas,” explained DeTrempe, “that 
can make it a lot more difficult, but 
we’re always able to resolve it – the 
directors and choreographers are 
flexible.”

Despite the challenges that 
come with creating such a large 
production, the experience as a 
whole is unbelievable and worth the 
hard work, according to the crew 
members.

From the writing to the lighting, 
Lagniappe is almost completely 
student-run, with the sponsors and 
mentors stepping in only to provide 
guidance and help with decisions. 
“Students do everything. My job is 
to develop students into effective 
leaders,” said Simons.

Moreover, almost everyone on 

Lagniappe agrees that they enjoy 
seeing their efforts come together to 
form the final play and the journey 
they experienced with one another.

“I’m not actually on the run 
crew, so I get to watch from the 
audience,” said senior assistant 
costume designer Noah Zelinsky. “I 
get to see everything that we’ve done, 
and that’s super cool.”

Jones loves how she gets to be 
with her friends while being involved 
with the play at the same time. She 
said,  “Costume crew is very small, 
so we’re all very close. The crews are 
like small families, so no matter how 
little or how many friends you have, 
you’ll always make new ones.”

The close community is part of 
what makes Lagniappe comfortable 
to join for prospective cast and crew 
members. For students who want to 
get involved, Verhoog provides some 
words of wisdom.

“Just do it. Do everything you 
can to get involved in the theatre 
program,” explained Verhoog. “I’ve 
done everything from lighting to 
sound to props – try to get into all 
aspects of the theatre program. It’s a 
great opportunity.”
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